
 

Application Note: Sniff mode on S2-LP 
using the basic packet handler 

 
 

The purpose of this document is to provide the application designers with the necessary tools 
to implement the Sniff mode on the S2-LP transceiver. 
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1. Sniff mode description and principle 
a. Introduction - Figures and description 

i. Description 
 
Sub-1 GHz systems are usually battery operated and the power consumption is the key parameter. 
There are different ways to decrease the power consumption on the Receiver’s side. Each solution 
can be considered depending on the customer choices and the system constraints even on the 
transmitter’s side. 
 
The S2-LP is optimized to avoid any unnecessary microcontroller processing. In the RX case, the µC 
processing is necessary only when a valid packet is received. For this purpose the S2-LP implements 
a set of 2 specific timers: 
 

- Rx Timeout Management:  
 
In S2-LP, the RX state is specifically time monitored in order to minimize power consumption. 
This is done by a RX-timeout approach, which aborts the reception after TRX timeout 
expiration. However, to avoid the reception to be interrupted during a valid packet, a number 
of options to stop the timeout timer are available for the user. They are based on the received 
signal quality indicators: 

• CS valid 
• SQI valid 
• PQI valid 

 
When reception is aborted on timeout expiration, the packet is considered not valid and will be 
discarded. 

 
- Fast RX termination:  

 
A new “FAST RX TERMINATION” mechanism has been added in S2-LP on top of the 
mechanism described above (and already present in the predecessor SPIRIT1). It is enabled 
by a new control bit FAST_CS_TERM_EN located in PROTOCOL[1] (0x3A) register. 
 
This fast carrier sense (CS) timeout is based on a new dedicated timer inside the 
demodulator. As the purpose of the new timeout is to wait until the RSSI value can be 
considered sufficiently steady. 

  
The typical application scenario of the new feature described above is the asynchronous LDC (Low 
Duty Cycle) mode. More specifically, if receiver and transmitter are not synchronized, then the 
receiver has to ‘sniff’ about the presence of a carrier during most of the wake-up time slot (inside the 
preamble transmission) and, in case of carrier level above the programmed threshold (CS valid), to 
wait for the SYNC word after the preamble.  
 
If the carrier is not present, the receiver should go back to sleep as soon as possible without waiting 
furthermore, in order to save on average current consumption. 



 

 

 
- Low Duty Cycle Mode:  

 
S2-LP provides an operating mode, named Low Duty Cycle (LDC), in order to operate with 
very low power consumption, while at the same time keeping an efficient communication link.  

 
 
Thanks to those timers, the microcontroller is not processing in case of false detection, if the received 
packet is not valid: 
 

 

ii. Diagram 
 

 
Figure 1 - Sniff mode diagram 

 
While in sniff mode (LDC), the S2-LP is fully autonomous, the MCU is only involved as soon as a full 
packet has been received; also the S2-LP power consumption is kept very low, as the device is in 
Sleep mode most of the time (depending on the Duty Cycle, configured with the WakeUp timer and 
the Fast RX termination timer and the RX timeout). 

  



 

 

iii. Generic Flow chart 
 

 
Figure 2 - Sniff mode generic flow chart 

 
This is the generic flow chart of the sniff mode. For the S2-LP, all the steps in the Green Square are 
done by the transceiver itself with no additional MCU processing. 
 
 
 

 

  



 

 

b. RX window period - Preamble detection 

i. Basic Packet format : preamble field 
 
Preamble SYNC Length Address Payload CRC Postamble 
0:2046 
pairs of bits 

0:32 
bits 

0:2 
bytes 

0:1 byte 0:65535 bytes 0:4 
bytes 

0:510 bits 

 
 
The preamble is a succession of ‘01’ or ‘10’ pattern, from 0 pairs of bits to 2046 pairs. The length is 
programmed by the register PREAMBLE_LEN in PCKTCTRL5/6: 
 
Register name Address Bit Field Name Description 
PCKTCTRL6 0x2B 7:2 SYNC_LEN The number of 

bits used for the 
SYNC filed in 
the packet 

1:0 PREAMBLE_LEN[9:8] The MSB of 
the number of 
pairs of bits of 
the preamble 
of the packet 

PCKTCTRL5 0x2C 7:0 PREAMBLE_LEN[7:0] The LSB of the 
number of 
pairs of bits of 
the preamble 
of the packet 

 
 
On the transceiver’s side, if the preamble length is higher than 2046 pairs of bits, this is necessary to 
implement the infinite preamble feature. For this purpose please refer to the section 5.1 (Annexes) of 
this document. 
 

ii. Preamble detection 
 
So, for optimizing the packet detection, this is important to have a preamble pattern which can be 
properly understood by the S2-LP. The S2-LP also implements a specific algorithm for estimating, on 
the fly, the quality of the preamble. This is the PQI: Preamble Quality Indicator. It checks for the 
correct amount of bit inversions in the received data, please refer to the corresponding section in this 
document. 
 

iii. Algorithms convergence 
 
The preamble pattern is used for Automatic Frequency Correction (AFC), Automatic Gain Control 
(AGC) algorithms and for sniffing the carrier frequency. For the AFC and AGC algorithms the 
minimum preamble length is 2 pairs of bits.  
 



 

 

iv. Conclusion 
 
In order to ensure no packet is missed while sniffing the channel, this is necessary to match this 
constraint: 

The period between 2 RX windows must be less than  
The preamble duration ‘minus’ 1 byte duration for the algorithms to converge ‘minus’ 

transceiver WakeUp time from Sleep mode to reception. 

 
 

c. RX window length – Quality indicators 

i. RSSI level detection 
 
The carrier sense functionality can be used to detect if any signal is being received, the detection is 
based on the measured RSSI value. There are 2 operational modes for carrier sensing: static and 
dynamic. When static carrier sensing is used (CS_MODE = 0), the carrier sense signal is asserted 
when the measured RSSI is above the value specified in the RSSI_TH register and is deasserted 
when the RSSI falls 3 dB below the same threshold. 
 
When dynamic carrier sense is used (CS_MODE = 1, 2, 3), the carrier sense signal is asserted if the 
signal is above the threshold and a fast power increase of 6, 12, or 18 dB is detected; it is de-
asserted if a power fall of the same amplitude is detected. The carrier sense signal is also used 
internally for the demodulator to start the AFC and symbol timing recovery algorithms and for the 
CSMA procedure (for this use it should be set to CS_MODE = 0). 
 

Conclusion: the duration of the minimum RX window in sniff mode must take the RSSI measurement 
duration into account. 

 

ii. PREAMBLE quality indicator 
 

The duration of the RX window in sniff mode must take the preamble quality measurement into 
account. 

 

iii. SYNC word detection 
 

The minimum duration of the RX window must take into account the duration of the SYNC word. 

 

d. How to avoid false packet detection? - Power consumption optimization. 
 
In this section we will check the different ways to stop the reception as soon as a false packet is 
detected. This is key for those 2 purposes: 

- Power consumption, as the device is turned to Sleep mode as soon as a wrong packet is 
detected; 

- Sensitivity: the reception must be stopped as soon as a false packet is detected in order to let 
the receiver free for receiving a good packet; 



 

 

 

i. RSSI threshold setting  
 
The RSSI threshold must be set in order to focus on tangible data, with a power level higher than 
noise level. A rule of thumb is to set the RSSI threshold 3dB higher than the noise level. In ideal 
conditions (lab measurements), this noise level is considered as the sensitivity level of the device.  
 

But, the customer must actually adapt and tune the RSSI threshold depending on the environment. In 
noisy environment, the RSSI threshold must be increased.  

 

ii. Preamble pattern  
 
The binary sequences transmitted in the various modulation modes are summarized in the following 
table (leftmost bit is transmitted first): 
 
PREAMBLE_SEL 2-(G)FSK or OOK/ASK 4(G)-FSK 
0 0101 0111 
1 1010 0010 
2 1100 1101 
3 0011 1000 
 
This is programmed by the register PREAMBLE_SEL in PCKTCTRL3: 
 
Register name Address Bit Field Name Description 
PCKTCTRL3 0x2E 7:6 PCKT_FRMT Format of the 

packet: 
0: basic 
1: 802.15.4g 
2: UART OTA 
3: Stack 

5:4 RX_MODE RX mode 
0: normal 
1: direct through 
FIFO 
2: direct through 
GPIO 

3 FSK4_SYM_SWAP Select the 
symbol mapping 
for 4(G)-FSK 

2 BYTE_SWAP Select the 
transmission 
order between 
MSB and LSB 

1:0 PREAMBLE_SEL Select the 
preamble 
pattern (see 
table above) 

 



 

 

Please note also the Byte swap feature of the S2-LP. This can be used to comply with a transceiver 
using a different endianness. 
 

This is key to set the proper preamble pattern setting on the receiver’s side in order to have the right 
PQI processing.  

 

iii. SYNC word configuration  
 
In order to avoid the false detections, the SYNC word must be robust, it must be at least 3 bytes with 
a good level of bits inversions.  
 

In case the SYNC word is too short, or really specific (not enough bits inversions). It could be 
necessary to add some adjacent bits/bytes to the SYNC word. 

 

iv. Address filtering (Optional) 
 
The packet filtering is enabled by the AUTO_PCKT_FLT field of the PROTOCOL register and the 
filtering criteria can be controlled by the PCK_FLT_OPT and PCK_FLT_GOALS registers. Each 
filtering option is operating only in packet modes which include the necessary fields. Finally, the 
available filtering options are the following: 
 

- Destination address field check versus BROADCAST register, MULTICAST register, or 
TX_SOURCE_ADDR register. When the packet is received, its destination address field is 
extracted and compared to the BROADCAST, MULTICAST and TX_SOURCE_ADDR 
registers. 

 
 If the destination address is equal to the broadcast address and the bit 

DEST_VS_BROADCAST_ADDR is set, then the packet is accepted; 
 

 If the destination address is equal to the multicast address and the bit 
DEST_VS_MULTICAST_ADDR is set, then the packet is accepted; 

 
 If the destination address is equal to the TX/source address (which is also the device own 

address) and the bit DEST_VS_SOURCE_ADDR is set, then the packet is accepted; 
 

If more than a single option on destination address is enabled, the packet will be accepted if at 
least one of the enabled checks is matched. 
 
If the AUTO_PCKT_FLT is set, but none of the filtering options above is set, then the packet is 
automatically accepted. 

- Source address field check versus RX_SOURCE_ADDR register, enabled by setting the 
SOURCE_FILTERING bit in the PCK_FLT_OPT register (by default it is reset). The source 
address extracted from the received packet is compared to the content of the 
RX_SOURCE_ADDR register. The RX_SOURCE_MASK register can be used to select the 



 

 

bits to be used for the comparison: in this way a group of source addresses can be enabled 
rather than a single address (by default it is reset, so no bit selected). 
 
The source address field is only available in Stack packet format, so the source address 
filtering only applies for this format. 

 
 
Address filtering related registers: 

 S2-LP 
Auto packet 
filtering 
setting 

PROTOCOL1 register: 

Register name Address Bit Field Name Description 

PROTOCOL[1] 0x3A 

7 LDC_MODE 1: Enable the LDC mode 

6 LDC_RELOAD_ON_SYNC 
1: LDC timer is reloaded using the LDC_RELOAD register 
value. 

5 PIGGYBACKING 1: PIGGYBACKING enabled 

4 FAST_CS_TERM_EN 1: enable the RX sniff timer 

3 SEED_RELOAD 
1: reload the Back Off random generator with the 
BU_COUNTER_SEED registers values. 

2 CSMA_ON 1: CSMA channel access mode enabled 

1 CSMA_PERS_ON 1: CSMA persistent enabled 

0 AUTO_PCKT_FLT 1: automatic packet filtering enabled 

 

Remarks: In order to enable the automatic packet filtering, and especially the address filtering this is 
necessary to enable the AUTO_PCKT_FLT bit in the PROTOCOL1 register. 

 
 S2-LP 
Packet 
filtering 
options 

PCKT_FLT_OPTION register: 

Register name Address Bit Field Name Description 

PCKT_FLT_OPTIONS 0x40 

7 Reserved  

6 RX_TIMEOUT_AND_OR_SELECT 1: ‘OR’ function applied to CS/SQI/PQI values 

5 Reserved  

4 SOURCE_ADDR_FILTERING 
1: RX packet accepted if its source field matches with 
RX_SOURCE_ADDR register 

3 DEST_VS_BROADCAST_ADDR 
1: RX packet accepted if its destination address matches with 
BROADCAST register 

2 DEST_VS_MULTICAST_ADDR 
1: RX packet accepted if its destination address matches with 
MULTICAST register 

1 DEST_VS_SOURCE_ADDR 
1: RX packet accepted if its destination address matches with 
RX_SOURCE_ADDR register 

0 CRC_FLT 1: packet discarded if CRC not valid 

 

Remarks This register is used to select the conditions for selecting or discarding a packet. 
 



 

 

 S2-LP 
Addresses 
settings 
 
 

PCKT_FLT_GOALS[x] registers: 

Register name Address Bit Field Name Description 

PCKT_FLT_GOALS[4] 0x41 7:0 RX_SOURCE_MASK 
For receiving packets only 
0s: no filtering 

PCKT_FLT_GOALS[3] 0x42 7:0 RX_SOURCE_ADDR RX packet source / TX packet destination field 

PCKT_FLT_GOALS[2] 0x43 7:0 BROADCAST Broadcast address 

PCKT_FLT_GOALS[1] 0x44 7:0 MULTICAST Multicast address 

PCKT_FLT_GOALS[0] 0x45 7:0 TX_SOURCE_ADDR TX packet source / RX packet destination address 

 

Remarks: This register is used for setting the different transmitter addresses the device can accept. 
The related filtering must be enable in the PCKT_FLT_OPTION register. 

 
 

v. CRC - data integrity check 
 
Available CRC polynomials: 
 
CRC 
Mode 

Length in 
bytes 

Polynomial 
(Hexa coding) 

Polynomial 

Mode 1 1 0x07 X7+X2+X+1 
Mode 2 2 0x8005 X16+X15+X2+1 
Mode 3 2 0x1021 X16+X12+X5+1 
Mode 4 3 0x864CFB X24+X23+X18+X17+X14+X11+X10+X7+X6+X5+X4+X3+X+1 
Mode 5 4 0x04C011BB7 X32+X26+X23+X22+X16+X12+X11+X10+X8+X7+X5+X4+X2+X+1
 
CRC Seed: The CRC Seed is always all 1’s. 
 
How to activate the CRC mode: 
 
Register 
name 

Address Bit Field Name Description 

PCKTCTRL1 0x30 

7:5 CRC_MODE 

CRC: 
0: No CRC 
1: 0x07 
2: 0x8005 
3: 0x1021 
4: 0x864CBF 
5: 0x04C011BB7 

4 WITH_EN 1: Enable the Whitening mode on the data 

3:2 TX_SOURCE[1:0]  

TX Source data: 
0: Normal Mode 
1: Direct through FIFO  
2: Direct through GPIO 
3: PN9 

1 
SECOND_SYNC_
SEL 

In TX mode: 
0: select the primary SYNC word 
1: select the secondary SYNC word. In RX mode, if 1 enable the dual SYNC word detection 
mode. 

0 FEC_EN 1: Enable FEC encoding in TX or enable the Viterbi decoding in RX 



 

 

2. S2-LP configuration: 
 

a. Packet configuration : 
 
 S2-LP 
API Name S2LPPktBasicInit 
Arguments Basic packet configuration structure: 

typedef struct { 
uint16_t  xPreambleLength;  /* Set the preamble length of packet. From 1 to 1024 chip sequence. */ 
 
uint8_t  xSyncLength;  /* Set the sync word length of packet in bits. From 1 to 64 bits. */ 
 
uint32_t  lSyncWords;  /* Set the sync words in MSB. */ 
 
SFunctionalState  xFixVarLength;  /* Enable the variable length mode. */ 
 
SFunctionalState  cExtendedPktLenField;  /* Extend the length field from 1 byte to 2 bytes. Variable length mode only. */ 
 
BasicCrcMode  xCrcMode; /* Set the CRC type. @ref StackCrcMode */ 
 
SFunctionalState  xAddressField;  /* Enable the destination address field. */ 
 
SFunctionalState  xFec;  /* Enable the FEC/Viterbi. */ 
 
SFunctionalState  xDataWhitening;  /*!< Enable the data whitening. */ 
} PktBasicInit;

Function 
description 

Initialize the S2LP Basic packet according to the specified parameters in the 
PktBasicInit struct. Notice that this function sets the auto filtering option on CRC 
if it is set to any value different from BASIC_NO_CRC. 

Registers 
settings 

Selection automatic packet filtering: 
Register name Address Bit Field Name Description 

PROTOCOL[1] 0x3A 

7 LDC_MODE 1: Enable the LDC mode 

6 LDC_RELOAD_ON_SYNC 1: LDC timer is reloaded using the LDC_RELOAD register value. 

5 PIGGYBACKING 1: PIGGYBACKING enabled 

4 FAST_CS_TERM_EN 1: enable the RX sniff timer 

3 SEED_RELOAD 
1: reload the Back Off random generator with the BU_COUNTER_SEED 
registers values. 

2 CSMA_ON 1: CSMA channel access mode enabled 

1 CSMA_PERS_ON 1: CSMA persistent enabled 

0 AUTO_PCKT_FLT 1: automatic packet filtering enabled 

  
Set the PCKTCTRL registers: 

Register name Address Bit Field Name Description 

PCKTCTRL6 0x2B 
7:2 SYNC_LEN The number of bits used for the SYNC field in the packet 

1:0 PREMABLE_LEN[9:8] MSB of the number of pairs of bits of the preamble in the packet 

PCKTCTRL5 0x2C 7:0 PREAMBLE_LEN[7:0] LSB of the number of pairs of bits of the preamble in the packet 

PCKTCTRL4 0x2D 

7 LEN_WID 
Number of Bytes used for the length field
0: 1 byte 
1: 2 bytes 

6:4 Reserved  

3 ADDRESS_LEN 1: include the address field in the packet 

2:0 Reserved  

PCKTCTRL3 0x2E 

7:6 PCKT_FRMT[1:0] 

Format of packet:
0: Basic 
1: 802.15.4g 
2: UART OTA  
3: STack 

5:4 RX_MODE[1:0] 

RX Mode:
0: Normal Mode 
1: Direct through FIFO  
2: Direct through GPIO 

3 FSK4_SYM_SWAP Select the symbol mapping for 4(G)FSK 

2 BYTE_SWAP Select the transmission order between MSB and LSB 

1:0 PREAMBLE_SEL Select the preamble pattern 



 

 

PCKTCTRL2 0x2F 

7:6 Reserved  

5 FCS_TYPE_4G This is the FCS type in header field of 802.15.4g packet. 

4 EC_TYPE_4G/STOP_BIT 

- If the 802.15.4 mode is enabled, this is the FCS type in header field of 
802.15.4g packet. 
Select the FEC type of 802.15.4g packet: 
0: NRNSC 
1: RSC. 
- If the UART packet is enabled, this is the value of the STOP_BIT. 

3 INT_EN_4G/START_BIT 
- If the 802.15.4 mode is enabled, 1: enable the interleaving of 
802.15.4g packet. 
- If the UART packet is enabled, this is the value of the START_BIT. 

2 MBUS_3OF6_EN 1: enable the 3-out-of-6 encoding/decoding. 

1 MANCHESTER_EN 1: enable the Manchester encoding/decoding. 

0 FIX_VAR_LEN 
Packet length mode:
0: Fixed 
1: Variable 

PCKTCTRL1 0x30 

7:5 CRC_MODE 

CRC:
0: No CRC 
1: 0x07 
2: 0x8005 
3: 0x1021 
4: 0x864CBF 
5: 0x04C011BB7 

4 WITH_EN 1: Enable the Whitening mode on the data 

3:2 TX_SOURCE[1:0]  

TX Source data:
0: Normal Mode 
1: Direct through FIFO  
2: Direct through GPIO 
3: PN9 

1 SECOND_SYNC_SEL 

In TX mode:
0: select the primary SYNC word 
1: select the secondary SYNC word. In RX mode, if 1 enable the dual 
SYNC word detection mode. 

0 FEC_EN 1: Enable FEC encoding in TX or enable the Viterbi decoding in RX 

 
SYNC word setting: 

Register name Address Bit Field Name Description 

SYNC3 0x33 7:0 SYNC4 SYNC word byte 3 

SYNC2 0x34 7:0 SYNC3 SYNC word byte 2 

SYNC1 0x35 7:0 SYNC2 SYNC word byte 1 

SYNC0 0x36 7:0 SYNC1 SYNC word byte 0 

  
 
 S2-LP 
API Name S2LPPktBasicSetPayloadLength 
Arguments Length is uint16_t 
Function 
description 

Set the payload length for S2LP Basic packets. Since the packet length depends from 
the address and the control field size, this function reads the correspondent registers 
in order to determine the correct packet length to be written. 

Registers 
settings 

Write data on the PCKTLEN1/0 register: 
Register 
name 

Address Bit Field Name Description 

PCKTLE
N1 

0x31 7:0 PCKTLEN1 
Length of the packet in bytes 
(MSB) 

PCKTLE
N0 

0x32 7:0 PCKTLEN0 
Length of the packet in bytes 
(LSB) 

 

 
 

  



 

 

b. RSSI threshold setting 

i. RSSI threshold computation 
 
The carrier sense function is controlled by the following parameters: 
 

 RSSI threshold: When the RSSI threshold is exceeded, the AFC and the symbol timing 
recovery algorithm start to work with the stream of data. To maximize the sensitivity, the RSSI 
threshold should be set around 3 dB below the expected sensitivity level. The RSSI_TH 
register and the effective RSSI threshold value are linked by the following formula: 

RSSI_TH = RSSI_threshold_dBm +146 

 
 CS mode: this parameter controls the carrier sense operational modes (RSSI_FLT register, 

allowed values 0...3): 
 

• CS_MODE = 0 static carrier sensing 
• CS_MODE = 1 dynamic carrier sensing with 6 dB dynamic threshold 
• CS_MODE = 2 dynamic carrier sensing with 12 dB dynamic threshold 
• CS_MODE = 3 dynamic carrier sensing with 18 dB dynamic threshold. 

 
 

ii. Registers settings and API 
 
 
Register 
name 

Address Bit Field Name Description 

RSSI_FLT 0x17 

7:4 RSSi_FLT Gain of the RSSI filter 

3:2 CS_MODE 

• CS_MODE = 0 static carrier sensing 
• CS_MODE = 1 dynamic carrier sensing with 6 dB dynamic threshold 
• CS_MODE = 2 dynamic carrier sensing with 12 dB dynamic threshold 
• CS_MODE = 3 dynamic carrier sensing with 18 dB dynamic threshold. 

1:0 Reserved - 

RSSI_TH 0x18 7:0 RSSI_TH 
Signal detect threshold in 1 dB steps. The RSSI_TH can be converted in dBm 
using the formula RSSI_TH - 146. 

 
Example code using S2-LP API: 

  SRssiInit xSRssiInit = { 
    .cRssiFlt = 14, 
    .xRssiMode = RSSI_STATIC_MODE, 
    .cRssiThreshdBm = -70, 
  }; 
  S2LPRadioRssiInit(&xSRssiInit); 

 
 

  



 

 

c. LDC/WakeUp timer 

i. Asynchronous transceivers, how to ensure packet reception? 
 
The LDC period must be set in order to guarantee that at least 1 wake-up event happens inside 
preamble (decreased by at least 1 byte to allow for AFC settling and symbol time recovery), in other 
words: 
 

TWU ≤ ((LPREAMBLE-1)x8xTBIT)-TSLEEP-RX 
 
Where TWU is the LDC period, LPREAMBLE is the preamble length in bytes, TBIT is the bit period and 
TSLEEP-RX is the time needed to switch the device from SLEEP state to RX state (to minimize it, the 
VCO calibration should be done offline). 
 

Example: 
- Data rate = 38.4kbps 
- Preamble length = 4 bytes = 32bits 
- TSLEEP-RX = 100µs 

 
TWU(ms) ≤ (32-1)x8x(1/38400) – 0.1 
TWU(ms) ≤ 6.36 ms 

 
 

ii. Sleep mode configuration 
 
S2-LP is provided with two built-in main controllers which control the switching between the main 
operating modes. One of these controllers is the Power Mode Controller.  
The S2-LP Power main controller has four main states (READY, STANDBY, SLEEP A, SLEEP B), 
they are accessed by the specific commands and they can be left only if any other command is used 
except wakeup signal.  
The SLEEP A state differs from SLEEP B state only on Digital Blocks availability. In SLEEP A, FIFOS 
are not available and not retained coming from READY, while in SLEEP B they are available and 
retained. A configuration bit (SLEEP MODE SELECT of PM_CONFIG0) will say to controller what state 
must be reached after a sleep request.  
The S2-LP Power main controller will be in READY at reset and will go to STBY only by command 
from READY. The S2-LP Power main controller will go in SLEEP A or SLEEP B only by SPI 
command or by a software command by Radio Controller.  The S2-LP Power main controller will 
wake up from STBY by SPI READY command.  
The S2-LP Power main controller will wake up from SLEEP A or SLEEP B by SPI READY command 
or by GPIO wakeup request or LDC-CSMA Timer expiration.  



 

 

 
Figure 3 - Power Main Controller State Machine system description 

State  RCO FIFO 
Rete
ntion 

XO 

STBY    
SLEEP A ON   
SLEEP B ON ON  
READY ON ON ON 

 
 

iii. Registers settings and API 
 
Register 
name 

Address Bit Field Name Description 

PM_CONF0 0x79 

7 Reserved - 

6:4 SET_SMPS_LVL 

• CS_MODE = 0 static carrier sensing 
• CS_MODE = 1 dynamic carrier sensing with 6 dB dynamic threshold 
• CS_MODE = 2 dynamic carrier sensing with 12 dB dynamic threshold 
• CS_MODE = 3 dynamic carrier sensing with 18 dB dynamic threshold. 

3:1 Reserved - 

0 SLEEP_MODE_SEL 
0: SLEEP without FIFO retention (SLEEP A) 
1: SLEEP with FIFO retention (SLEEP B). 

 
Code example with S2-LP API: 

  /* use SLEEP_A mode (default) */ 
  S2LPTimerSleepB(S_DISABLE); 

 
 

  



 

 

iv. How to check it ? 
 
Estimation: 

WakeUp time = 10ms 
Sleep A Sleep B 

Average consumption: 380.876µA Average consumption: 381.160µA 
Difference: 0.07% difference 
 
  



 

 

WakeUp time = 100ms 
Sleep A Sleep B 

Average consumption: 38.628µA Average consumption: 38.926µA 
Difference: 0.8% difference 
 

WakeUp time = 1000ms 
Sleep A Sleep B 

Average consumption: 4.403µA Average consumption: 4.703µA 
Difference: 7% difference 
 
 

The higher the Wake Up timer, the higher the impact of the SleepA mode.  

  



 

 

d. RX fast termination timer 

i. Description 
 
When the FAST RX TERMINATION is enabled: 

 Check the RSSI level (CS valid bit …). 
o If CS valid is low, then RX is aborted immediately. 
o If CS valid is high, then RX continues and the controller starts the CS/PQI/SQI logical 

combinations timeout mechanism in “normal” mode. 
 
When the FAST RX TERMINATION is NOT enabled: 

 The controller starts immediately the CS/PQI/SQI timeout mechanism in “normal” mode. 
 
If receiver and transmitter are not synchronized, then the receiver has to ‘sniff’ about the presence of 
a carrier during most of the wake-up time slot (inside the preamble transmission) and, in case of 
carrier level above the programmed threshold (CS valid), to wait for the SYNC word after the 
preamble.  
If the carrier is not present, the receiver should go back to sleep as soon as possible without waiting 
furthermore, in order to save on average current consumption. 
 

ii. Effective RSSI measurement duration 
 

RX filter min 
(kHz) 

RX filter max 
(kHz) 

Channel 
filter 

Exponent 

Effective RSSI detection time (µS) 
RSSI Threshold 3dB above static 

sensitivity 
 

Signal 6dB above static sensitivity 
4.0 6.7 7 4500 
6.7 13.5 6 2370 

13.5 26.9 5 1100 
26.9 53.9 4 642 
53.9 108.0 3 336 

108.0 216.1 2 168 
216.1 433.6 1 92 
433.6 769.3 0 48 

RSSI detection time according to RX bandwidth (Channel filter exponent). Measurements performed 
for a digital frequency of 25MHz (50 MHz XTAL) – All measurements performed with centered 
frequency (XTAL offset calibrated) - S2-LP case. Our criterion is no false detection among 1k 
packets. 
 
 

  



 

 

iii. RX fast termination timer computation 
 
It is enabled by a new control bit FAST_CS_TERM_EN located in PROTOCOL[1] (0x3A) register. 
 
The fast carrier sense (CS) timeout is based on a new dedicated timer inside the demodulator. As the 
purpose of the new timeout is to wait until the RSSI value can be considered sufficiently steady, the 
timer is clocked by the channel filter clock whose frequency (in MHz) is fCS-TIMER = fCLK/24/2CHFLT_E 
(CHFLT_E is the exponent of the channel filter programming code). 
 
The expiration value of the new timer is programmed trough the RSSI_SETTLING_LIMIT word inside 
the FAST_RX_TIMER register. 
 
Important Note: the RSSI settling timer is expected to be programmed to expire before the PQI/SQI 
timer. 
 

Example: 
- RX bandwidth = 100kHz => CHFLT_E = 3 
- fCLK = 25MHz 

 
fCS-TIMER = 25/24/2CHFLT_E 
fCS-TIMER = 0,12MHz 
So, TCS-TIMER = 8.4µs 

 
In order to reach the 336µs minimum RSSI measurement time, we need to set the 
RSSI_SETTLING_LIMIT to 336/8.4 = 40 (0x28 in hexadecimal). 

 

iv. Registers settings and API 
 
Register 
name 

Address Bit Field Name Description 

PROTOC
OL1 

0x3A 

7 LDC_MODE 1: Enable the LDC mode 

6 
LDC_RELOAD_ON_SYN
C 

1: LDC timer is reloaded using the LDC_RELOAD register value. 

5 PIGGYBACKING 1: PIGGYBACKING enabled 

4 FAST_CS_TERM_EN 1: enable the RX sniff timer 

3 SEED_RELOAD 
1: reload the Back Off random generator with the BU_COUNTER_SEED 
registers values. 

2 CSMA_ON 1: CSMA channel access mode enabled 

1 CSMA_PERS_ON 1: CSMA persistent enabled 

0 AUTO_PCKT_FLT 1: automatic packet filtering enabled 

 
Register 
name 

Address Bit Field Name Description 

FAST_RX_
TIMER 

0x54 7:0 RSSI_SETTLING_LIMIT Sniff timer configuration 

 
 
  



 

 

Code as example with S2-LP APIs: 

/*Set the Fast Rx Termination Timer in microseconds */ 
S2LpSetTimerFastRxTermTimerUs(336); 
/* enable the fast rx timer */ 
S2LpTimerFastRxTermTimer(S_ENABLE); 

 

e. RX timeout 
 

i. Conditions for RX timeout stop 
In S2-LP, the RX state is specifically time monitored in order to minimize power consumption. This is 
done by a RX-timeout approach, which aborts the reception after TRX timeout expiration. However, to 
avoid the reception to be interrupted during a valid packet, a number of options to stop the timeout 
timer (To stop the timeout timer means that the timeout expiration will never happen, so the reception 
can be “correctly” terminated only in case of detection of a valid synchronization word. Otherwise, the 
SABORT command must be used) are available for the user. They are based on the received signal 
quality indicators: 

 CS valid 
 SQI valid (SQI mechanism is described in chapter f). 
 PQI valid (PQI mechanism is described in chapter g). 

 
More specifically, both ‘AND’ or ‘OR’ Boolean relationships among any of them can be configured. 
This is done using the selection bit RX_TIMEOUT_AND_OR_SELECT in PCKT_FLT_OPTIONS 
register. To choose which of the quality indicators should be taken into account in the AND/OR 
Boolean relationship, the user should use the mask bits available in the PROTOCOL[2] register. 
 
When reception is aborted on timeout expiration, the packet is considered valid if the synchro word 
has been detected. It is not discarded by the S2LP. It’s up to the user to discard the packet. 
But if, in addiction, a filtering option is enabled, like CRC_CHECK bit in PCKT_FLT_OPTIONS 
register, the packet is indeed discarded. 
 
It is responsibility of the user to choose the proper Boolean condition for any application. In particular, 
it is recommended to include always SQI valid check, to avoid possible deadlocks in RX state if 
timeout is stopped but no valid SQI is detected (in such cases, the RX can be released only by a 
SABORT command). Anyway, if a valid SQI is detected, the RX will normally stop at the end of a 
packet reception from the demodulator. 
In some cases as: 
 -   “Timeout always stopped” programming, 
-  “Both RSSI AND SQI above threshold” or “ALL above threshold” programming, and RSSI threshold 
is too high so that CS_timeout condition never stops the timer, if a synchro word is well received, and 
the timeout comes, stopping the reception before the end of the packet, the “RX data ready” interrupt 
will rise to 1, and the packet is not discarded if no packet filtering is enabled. 
 
  



 

 

In the other hand, even if SQI valid check is set: 
In case of “RSSI OR SQI above threshold” and “ANY above threshold” programmings, if RSSI 
threshold is good so that CS_timeout condition stops the timer, but the synchro word is not detected, 
there will be no timeout and a SABORT command is mandatory to leave the RX state. 
 
 

N. RX_TIMEOUT_ 
AND_OR_SELECT 

CS_TIMEOUT_MASK SQI_TIMEOUT_MASK PQI_TIMEOUT_MASK Description 

0 0 0 0 0 No timeout stop 
1 1 0 0 0 Timeout always stopped  
2 X 1 0 0 RSSI above threshold (default) 
3 X 0 1 0 SQI above threshold 
4 X 0 0 1 PQI above threshold 
5 0 1 

1 0 
Both RSSI AND SQI above 
threshold 

6 0 1 
0 1 

Both RSSI AND PQI above 
threshold 

7 0 0 
1 1 

Both SQI AND PQI above 
threshold 

8 0 1 1 1 ALL above threshold 
9 1 1 1 0 RSSI OR SQI above threshold 

10 1 1 0 1 RSSI OR PQI above threshold 
11 1 0 1 1 SQI OR PQI above threshold 
12 1 1 1 1 ANY above threshold 

 

ii. RX timeout tuning 
 
The RX timeout must last the time it takes to perform the PQI+SQI checks. Afterwards the packet is 
considered as valid.  
 

 

iii. Registers configuration and APIs 
 
Register 
name 

Address Bit Field Name Description 

TIMERS5 0x46 7:0 RX_TIMER_CNTR Counter for RX timer 

TIMERS4 0x47 7:0 RX_TIMER_PRESC Prescaler for RX timer 

 
For the exact computation of RX_TIMER_CNTR and RX_TIMER_PRESC please refer to the 
S2LPTimerComputeRxTimerRegValues API implementation. 
 
Code as example using S2-LP API: 
 

  /* set the rx timeout in microseconds*/ 
  S2LPTimerSetRxTimerUs(30000); 

 
 

  



 

 

f. PQI 

i. PQI value computation 
 

The PQI ranges from 0 to 255. It is increased by 1 every time that a bit inversion is observed and 
decreased by 4 every time a bit repetition is observed. 

If the preamble quality indicator check is enabled (field PQI_EN of QI register set to ‘1’), the running 
peak PQI is compared to a threshold value and the preamble valid IRQ is asserted as soon as the 
threshold is passed. The preamble quality threshold is 4×PQI_TH (PQI_TH = 0..15).  
 
First, the read PQI threshold is 4*PQI_TH. 
 
Then, the PQI counter is an unsigned integer, so it couldn’t be <0. 
Each time you have a -4 and the PQI counter goes below 0, the value should be set to 0. 
 

ii. PQI registers settings and API 
 
 
 
Register name Address Bit Field Name Description 

QI 0x37 

7:5 SQI_TH SQI threshold 

4:1 PQI_TH PQI threshold 

0 SQI_EN 1: enable the SQI check 

 
 
Code as example using the S2-LP API: 
 

/* Enable and set the PQI check to 15: max value*/ 
S2LPRadioSetPqiCheck(0xF); 

 

iii. How to check it ? 
 
For following examples, see the RF configuration:  
Frequency 862 MHz 
Modulation type: 2FSK 
Data Rate: 38 kHz 
Frequency Deviation: 20 kHz 
Channel Filter: 100 kHz. 

 
  



 

 

Example 1: PQI_THRESHOLD: 0x01 (register 0x37 [4:1]): So, PQI_THRESOLD is set to 4. 
 

The PQI_THRESHOLD range is from 0 to 255 (0x00 & 0xFF). The PQI calculation is the following one: The 
unsigned integer threshold is increased by 1 every time that a bit inversion is observed and decreased by 4 
every time a bit repetition is observed. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  



 

 

Example 2: PQI_THRESHOLD: 0x04 (register 0x37 [4:1]): So, PQI_THRESOLD is set to 16. 
 

 
 
 

  



 

 

 

g. SQI 

i. SQI value computation 
 

The SQI is a measure of the best correlation between the received synchronization word and the 
expected one. The value representing perfect match is SYNC_LENGTH. 
 

If the synchronization quality indicator check is enabled (field SQI_EN of QI register set to ‘1’), the 
running peak SQI is compared to a threshold value and the sync valid IRQ is asserted as soon as the 
threshold is passed. The sync quality threshold is equal to SYNC_LEN - 2xSQI_TH with SQI_TH = 
0..7. When SQI_TH is 0 perfect match is required; when SQI_TH = 1, 2, 3, … 7 then 1, 2, 3 or 7 bit 
errors are respectively accepted (In case of SQI_TH ≠ 0, it is recommended to not use the default 
SYNC value 0x88 but a more random one. (Registers SYNC1/2/3/4)). It is recommended that the SQI 
check is always enabled. 

The peak SQI value can be read from register LINK_QUALIF, the value SQI[5:0] represents the peak 
value from 0 to 32 while the bit SQI[6], when equal to 1, indicates that the SQI peak value refers to 
the secondary synchronization word. 
 
 

ii. SQI registers settings 
 
Register 
name 

Addres
s 

Bit Field Name Description 

QI 0x37 

7:5 SQI_TH SQI threshold 

4:1 PQI_TH PQI threshold 

0 SQI_EN 1: enable the SQI check 

 
  



 

 

iii. How to check it? 
 
For following examples, see the RF configuration:  
Frequency 862 MHz 
Modulation type: 2FSK 
Data Rate: 38 kHz 
Frequency Deviation: 20 kHz 
Channel Filter: 100 kHz. 

 
Example 1:  

SQI_THRESHOLD: 0x00 (register 0x37 [5:4]): So, exact SYNC word matching is expected. 
SQI_EN: 0X01 (register 0x37 [0]) 
S2LP SYNC WORD programmed: 0x88778877 (4 BYTES) 

 

 
 
  



 

 

Example 2:  
 

SQI_THRESHOLD: 0x04 (register 0x37 [5:4]): So, 4 bits error is accepted for SYNC word detection. 
SQI_EN: 0X01 (register 0x37 [0]) 
S2LP SYNC WORD programmed: 0x88778877 (4 BYTES) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
  



 

 

 

3. Code as example: 
a. SDK project 

 
The Sniff Mode code as example is located here in the S2-LP SDK: 
[…]\S2-LP DK_1.2.0 \Projects\Projects_Cube\S2LPLibrary_Examples\Src\Sniff\ 
 
This folder contains: 

 
 
 

b. Use case description 
 

Description of the code (extracted from SDK_Sniff_readme.txt): 
 

“This examples explains how to configure one node as a transmitter and the other as a receiver in 
order to use the S2-LP in sniff mode. 
There are 2 devices: the device A is configured as a transmitter and the device B as a receiver. The 
program consists in transmitting a fixed length sequence from A to B using a low power mode on B. 
This low power mode keep B in sleep as much time as possible and wake up it for a very short time 
in order to sense the power in the air with an RSSI measurement. Thus, if a packet is in the air, B will 
be able to sense the carrier during the preamble and to wait for a sync in this case.” 

 

c. Receiver initialization 
 

- System initialization: 
 

  HAL_Init(); 
  SystemClock_Config(); 
   
  SdkEvalIdentification(); 
  SdkEvalLedInit(LED1); 
  SdkEvalM2SGpioInit(M2S_GPIO_SDN,M2S_MODE_GPIO_OUT); 
  S2LPSpiInit(); 
  EepromSpiInitialization(); 

 
This corresponds to the full system clocks and I/O configuration. After this section the SPI must be 
configured properly.  



 

 

- S2-LP power on 
 

  /* S2LP ON */ 
  S2LPEnterShutdown(); 
  S2LPExitShutdown(); 
   
  S2LPManagementIdentificationRFBoard(); 
   
  /* if the board has eeprom, we can compensate the offset calling S2LPManagementGetOffset 
  (if eeprom is not present this fcn will return 0) */ 
  xRadioInit.lFrequencyBase = xRadioInit.lFrequencyBase + S2LPManagementGetOffset(); 
   
  /* initialize GPIO3 IRQ configuration */ 
  SdkEvalM2SGpioInit(M2S_GPIO_3,M2S_MODE_EXTI_IN); 
   
  /* if needed this will set the range extender pins */ 
  S2LPManagementRangeExtInit(); 
       
  /* if needed this will set the EXT_REF bit of the S2-LP */ 
  S2LPManagementTcxoInit(); 
   
  /* S2LP gpio config */ 
  S2LPGpioInit(&(SGpioInit){S2LP_GPIO_3, S2LP_GPIO_MODE_DIGITAL_OUTPUT_LP, 
S2LP_GPIO_DIG_OUT_IRQ}); 
  M2S_GPIO_PIN_IRQ=SdkEvalGpioGetPin(M2S_GPIO_3); 

 
After this section the S2-LP must be in READY state. 
 

- Radio initialization 
 

  /* S2LP Radio config */ 
  S2LPRadioInit(&xRadioInit); 
 
  /* Perform an offline calibration of RCO */ 
  S2LPManagementRcoCalibration(); 
   
  SdkEvalM2SGpioInterruptCmd(M2S_GPIO_3,IRQ_PREEMPTION_PRIORITY,0,ENABLE); 

 
 
  



 

 

- Packet configuration 
 

  /* S2LP Packet config */ 
  S2LPPktBasicInit(&xBasicInit); 
   
  if(VARIABLE_LENGTH==S_DISABLE) { 
    S2LPPktBasicSetPayloadLength(20); 
  } 

 
 

- Irq Enable 
 

  /* S2LP IRQs enable */ 
  S2LPGpioIrqDeInit(&xIrqStatus); 
  S2LPGpioIrqConfig(RX_DATA_READY,S_ENABLE); 

 
This is necessary to enable at least the DATA_READY IRQ in order to warn the MCU that a good 
packet has been received, and the FIFO can be read. 
 

- RSSI threshold configuration 
 

  SRssiInit xSRssiInit = { 
    .cRssiFlt = 14, 
    .xRssiMode = RSSI_STATIC_MODE, 
    .cRssiThreshdBm = -70, 
  }; 
  S2LPRadioRssiInit(&xSRssiInit); 

 
 

- LDC WakeUp configuration 
 

  /* set the LDC mode wkup */ 
  S2LPTimerSetWakeUpTimerUs(1000*MIN_PERIOD_WAKEUP); 

 
- RX timeout configuration 

 

  /* set the rx timeout */ 
  S2LPTimerSetRxTimerUs(30000); 

   
- Fast RX timer configuration 

 

  /* set the fast rx termination timer */ 
 S2LpSetTimerFastRxTermTimerUs(400); 

 
  



 

 

- SLEEP mode selection: setting to Sleep A mode 
 

  /* use SLEEP_A mode (default) */ 
  S2LPTimerSleepB(S_DISABLE); 

 
- Enable the LDC 

 

  /* enable LDC mode, FAST RX TERM and start Rx */ 
  S2LPTimerLdcrMode(S_ENABLE); 

 
- Enable the FAST RX termination 

 

  /* enable the fast rx timer */ 
  S2LpTimerFastRxTermTimer(S_ENABLE); 

 
- The RX command triggers the LDC in fast RX termination mode 

 

  /* the RX command triggers the LDC in fast RX termination mode */ 
  S2LPCmdStrobeRx(); 

 
- Application while loop, to be completed. 

 

  /* infinite loop */ 
  for(;;){   } 

 
 

d. IRQs management on receiver’s side. 
 

- IRQ_DATA_READY management: 
 

    /* Get the IRQ status : the IRQ flag is automatically reset*/ 
    S2LPGpioIrqGetStatus(&xIrqStatus); 
 
   /* Check the S2LP RX_DATA_READY IRQ flag */ 
    if(xIrqStatus.IRQ_RX_DATA_READY) 
    { 
      /* Get the RX FIFO size */ 
      cRxData = S2LPFifoReadNumberBytesRxFifo(); 
      /* Read the RX FIFO */ 
      S2LPSpiReadFifo(cRxData, vectcRxBuff);            
      /* Turn back the S2-LP in Sleep state */ 
      S2LPCmdStrobeSleep(); 
     } 

 



 

 

4. Annexes 
a. Infinite preamble. 

 
In any case, if a preamble longer than the max length (2048 bits) is necessary, the application must avoid to 
send SYNC and PREAMBLE and set their length to 0 and manage these data in the FIFO. 
 
 

Principle: 
 
The S2-LP hasn't an auto-abort mechanism that stops the transmission when the FIFO gets empty. So it is 
possible to do as follows: 
 

a) In the configuration phase, bypass the packet handler using the 
S2LPPacketHandlerSetTxMode(DIRECT_TX_FIFO_MODE); 
 

b) Load only one byte in the FIFO: fifo_write(1,0xaa); 
 

c) Strobe the TX command 
 

d) Start configuring the packet handler for the transmission of the SYNC+PAYLOAD. Set the proper sizes 
for the SYNC and the PREAMBLE and set the NORMAL_TX Mode. Doing this configuration sequence 
here will decrease a lot the gap duration. 
 

e) µC waits for 500ms (for example SdkDelayMs(500); or sleep in low power). In the meanwhile, the S2LP 
(by design spec) will not abort the transmission (as the SPIRIT1 would do) but it will continue to 
transmit the last bye in the FIFO indefinitely 
 

f) After the 500ms the µC can write other bytes to the FIFO in order to transmit them in 
NORMAL_TX_MODE. First, send a SABORT command, then Flush the FIFO, Write the normal packet. 
 

g) Strobe the TX command 

 

Code As Example: 
 

/* Packet definition for Normal TX mode */ 
PktBasicInit xBasicInit={ 
  PREAMBLE_LENGTH, 
  SYNC_LENGTH, 
  SYNC_WORD, 
  VARIABLE_LENGTH, 
  EXTENDED_LENGTH_FIELD, 
  CRC_MODE, 
  EN_ADDRESS, 
  EN_FEC, 
  EN_WHITENING, 
}; 
 

/* Packet configuration for the Preamble transmission */ 



 

 

PktBasicInit xBasicInitPreamble={ 
  0, 
  0, 
  SYNC_WORD, 
  VARIABLE_LENGTH, 
  EXTENDED_LENGTH_FIELD, 
  PKT_NO_CRC, 
  EN_ADDRESS, 
  EN_FEC, 
  S_DISABLE, }; 
 
 

    /* 1. Set the Preamble and the SYNC word sizes to 0 */ 
    S2LPPktBasicInit(&xBasicInitPreamble); 
    /* 2. Set the direct FIFO Mode */ 
    S2LPPacketHandlerSetTxMode(DIRECT_TX_FIFO_MODE); 
    /* 3. Flush the Tx FIFO */ 
    S2LPCmdStrobeFlushTxFifo(); 
    /* 4. Write 1 byte of the preamble in the FIFO, it will be sent continuously */ 
    S2LPSpiWriteFifo(1, &tmp); 
    /* 5. Start transmitting the infinite preamble */ 
    S2LPCmdStrobeTx(); 
    /* 6. Reset the normal Preamble and Sync lenghts to prepare SYNC+PAYLOAD Tx */ 
    S2LPPktBasicInit(&xBasicInit); 
    /* 7. Reset the transmission mode to Normal Mode to prepare SYNC+PAYLOAD Tx */ 
    S2LPPacketHandlerSetTxMode(NORMAL_TX_MODE); 
    /* 8. Adjust the delay of the preable*/ 
    SdkDelayMs(500); 
    /* 9. Stop the tranmission of the preamble */     
    S2LPCmdStrobeSabort(); 
    /* 10. Flush the FIFO before sending the packet*/ 
    S2LPCmdStrobeFlushTxFifo(); 
    /* 11. Write the FIFO with the PAYLOAD */ 
    S2LPSpiWriteFifo(20, vectcTxBuff); 
    /* 12. Start transmitting the SYNC + PAYLOAD */ 
    S2LPCmdStrobeTx(); 
 
 

  



 

 

Figure: 
 

 
 

Specific case of CSMA activation: 
 
The right sequence to perform is this one for the long preamble implementation: 

 

S2LPCsma(S_ENABLE); 
…    
 
   /* 1. Set the Preamble and the SYNC word sizes to 0 */ 
    S2LPPktBasicInit(&xBasicInitPreamble); 
    /* 2. Set the direct FIFO Mode */ 
    S2LPPacketHandlerSetTxMode(DIRECT_TX_FIFO_MODE); 
    /* 3. Flush the Tx FIFO */ 
    S2LPCmdStrobeFlushTxFifo(); 
    /* 4. Write 1 byte of the preamble in the FIFO, it will be sent continuously */ 
    S2LPSpiWriteFifo(1, &tmp); 
    /* 5. Start transmitting the infinite preamble */ 
    S2LPCmdStrobeTx(); 
   /* 6. Adjust the delay of the preable*/ 
    SdkDelayMs(500); 



 

 

    /* 7. Added for CSMA activation with long preamble */ 
    S2LPCsma(S_DISABLE); 
  /* 8. Reset the normal Preamble and Sync lenghts to prepare SYNC+PAYLOAD Tx */ 
    S2LPPktBasicInit(&xBasicInit); 
    /* 9. Reset the transmission mode to Normal Mode to prepare SYNC+PAYLOAD Tx */ 
    S2LPPacketHandlerSetTxMode(NORMAL_TX_MODE); 
   /* 10. Stop the tranmission of the preamble */     
    S2LPCmdStrobeSabort(); 
    /* 11. Flush the FIFO before sending the packet*/ 
    S2LPCmdStrobeFlushTxFifo(); 
    /* 12. Write the FIFO with the PAYLOAD */ 
    S2LPSpiWriteFifo(20, vectcTxBuff); 
    /* 13. Start transmitting the SYNC + PAYLOAD */ 
    S2LPCmdStrobeTx(); 
… 
/* Wait for transmission done and reactivate the CSMA */ 
S2LPCsma(S_ENABLE); 

 
The main point is to perform the Basic Initialization and the mode change after the delay. 
 
 
 

Conclusion: 
 
The main advantage of this solution is to be easily portable in an existing project. The drawback is that there is 
an uncompressible gap in the transmission, what shouldn’t be a problem for the receiver if the SYNC word is 
long enough as the gap lasts only a few Tbits (depending on the data rate). 

 
  



 

 

b. Sniff mode tests: RSSI detection time and power consumption. 
 
Below are detailed measurements performed on S2LP ST reference board at different RF configuration. RSSI 
detection time & power consumption have been measured at different voltage: 

 
 
With Wakeup time 10ms 

 

 
 

 

 
Above is the current measurement with Agilent DC power analyzer at 3.6V, Data Rate 4.8kbps, Freq 
Dev=20kHz, Channel Filter: 65kHz.  

 Average current measurement have been measured at 357µA.  
 
  

datarate Freq Dev Channel filter exponent

static 

sensitivity RSSI threshold

+3dB above 

sensitivity

Miminim sniff time 

for RSSI evaluation

FAST RX 

TERMINATION

RX active windows 

duration in sniff mode 

measured without 

carrier detection

Average current

RX active windows 

duration in sniff mode 

measured without carrier 

detection

Average current

RX active windows 

duration in sniff mode 

measured without carrier 

detection

Average 

current

kbps kHz kHz dBm dBm measured µs ms µA ms µA ms µA

1,2 4 33 4 ‐116 ‐113 642 0,878 542 0,885 586 0,973 880

4,8 20 65 3 ‐115,5 ‐112 336 0,578 357 0,59 376 0,642 551

38,4 30 130 2 ‐108,5 ‐105 168 0,408 233 0,42 238 0,5 357

100 50 260 1 ‐106 ‐103 92 0,332 175 0,343 197 0,422 288

VBAT 3.6V VBAT 3V VBAT 1.8VCONFIGURATION (S2LP in LPM mode in reception, wake up time 10ms)



 

 

 
With Wakeup time 1000ms 
 

 
 

 

datarate Freq Dev Channel filter exponent

static 

sensitivity RSSI threshold

+3dB above 

sensitivity

Miminim sniff time 

for RSSI evaluation

FAST RX 

TERMINATION

RX active 

windows 

duration in sniff 

mode measured 

without carrier 

detection

Average current

RX active 

windows 

duration in sniff 

mode measured 

without carrier 

detection

Average current

RX active 

windows 

duration in sniff 

mode measured 

without carrier 

detection

Average current

kbps kHz kHz dBm dBm µs ms µA ms µA ms µA

1,2 4 32 4 ‐116 ‐113 642 0,878 6,096 0,885 6,706 0,973 9,38

4,8 20 65 3 ‐115,5 ‐112 336 0,578 4,079 0,59 4,482 0,642 5,88

38,4 30 130 2 ‐108,5 ‐105 168 0,408 2,929 0,42 3,162 0,5 4,28

100 50 260 1 ‐106 ‐103 92 0,332 2,416 0,343 2,586 0,422 3,31

CONFIGURATION (S2LP in LPM mode in reception, wake up time 1000ms) VBAT 3.6V VBAT 3V VBAT 1.8V


